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ABOUT FUTURE PROFILEZ

The Future Profilez team creates PHP solutions that are enriched with topmost front-end technologies like ReactJS, AngularJS, Redux, Vue.js, Vuex, etc. A website is useless without a strong database, and we make that possible by using robust database management tools.

Today PHP is accepted everywhere as the universal language for custom web development as well as for creating web portals.

Our squad performs on numerous clients’ projects based on PHP operation such as Analysis, Design, Development, Maintenance, Testing, Implementation and Support for your website.

OVERVIEW

Established in 2011, FutureProfilez has seen itself rapidly evolve into one of the optimum PHP Development companies in India. We pride ourselves in offering the best PHP solutions to our clients at highly affordable prices.

As a leading PHP Service provider in India, we understand the significance and the challenges of retaining a brilliant standard of web applications using PHP Framework.

OUR MISSION:
Our mission is to expand our customer reach and stand out in the CustomPHP solutions realm on a global scale.

OUR VISION:
We envision our business to reach the upper echelons of success on the foundation of our quality of PHP based solutions and work integrity. Client satisfaction through our PHP services is our ultimate goal.
WHY CUSTOM PHP FRAMEWORK?

A custom PHP promotes Rapid Application Development (RAD). As the name suggests, this feature is imperative in boosting your efficiency. A web application can only be so good if the framework’s efficiency gets compromised.

This framework eliminates the need to write down multiple codes thereby proving to be a real time saver. Your web application as a result becomes more stable.

PHP supports like MySQL, Oracle, Sybase, etc.

Ease of Use

By far the most compatible framework for servers like Apache, IIS, etc.

PHP runs on platforms such as Windows, Linux, etc.

Supports all servers

PHP also supports Database Management System and other Open Source Databases

PHP has been compatible with Open Source Software Integration

Tested, Proven and Trusted

‘A CODE FROM SCRATCH’ V/S ‘A PREMADE SCRIPT’ OR

- A pre-made script/CMS saves you a hell lot of time.
- Built-in themes and templates make it convenient to design your website.
- The Drag and Drop feature again complements the time saving agenda.
- No extensive knowledge of coding is required with a CMS.
- Chances of human errors are eliminated, courtesy of CMS.
Our company employs a number of developers primed with a grasp of CakePHP and other PHP frameworks. The development team has an impeccable track record of delivering the most functional web applications to our clients globally. The services concerned with CakePHP we offer are-

- **PHP Web Application Development.**
- **Template Integration.**
- **Plug-in Development.**
- **Content Management System.**
- **Ecommerce Solution.**

**Our PHP developers offer a wide variety of services:**

- Custom PHP Development
- CakePHP Development
- CodeIgniter Development
- Laravel Development
- PHP MySQL Development
- Zend Development
- Yii Development
- PHP Shopping Cart
- Payment Gateway Integration
- PHP Contact Form
- Comments System
- Types, Variables & Operators
- PHP Functions
- PHP OOPS
- PHP Forms
- Advanced
- PHP AJAX

At Future Profilez, our experienced team is always at your service for any PHP development solution, irrespective of your business scale.
With a host of PHP frameworks available today, our company has assisted many firms in developing their web applications with efficiency.

La Tiendita Mex
La Tiendita is a Europe-based online grocery store for hard-to-find authentic Mexican food recipes and cooking tips online. Their website, however, was not enriched with the latest functionality. However, after they contacted our development team, we were able to fully reinvigorate their site outlook which directly resulted in better lead generation.

Home Perfect
From kitchen faucets to bath sinks, Home Perfect is one of the best utility suppliers to upgrade your home. As they launched their website, they immediately hired our development staff for bug-fixing and boosting their age rank through a fully-customized web design, and that's exactly what our WordPress + HTML team delivered.

Mes-bonsplans
Plus2Deal is an innovative online portal that makes it easier for users to find offers and promotional codes from stores, sites, or online stores. Our team of web developers at FP was hired to improve the overall presentation of their services and boost their static online presence. We reinvigorated their web designs, packed the site with SEO-friendly content and infographics which yielded...

Mecenize
At Cleanteckpros, as the leading experts who are known for residential and commercial damage restoration services, their team of highly experienced and trained professionals are extremely well-versed in using high-tech cleaning equipment so that property owners can stand back on their feet after major water or fire accident. The company is also highly sought after by residents in...

TO SEE MORE PLEASE CLICK HERE
PORTFOLIO LINKS

At Future Profilez, we understand that your website means more to you and your business today than ever before, hence our Wordpress site creation-approach keeps in mind that you remember us everytime you relishn the fruit of your continuous dedication towards thwe business.

To facilitate you into exploring our business, below we have provided links to the various WordPress based projects that we have completed in the past.

OUR PHP TRACK RECORD

Scratch Sites:
- www.pressology.net
- www.cleanteckpro.com
- www.egypttoursbooking.com

Bug resolution
- www.clozette.co
- www.darscrubs.com

Script based Sites:
- www.designmyplanner.com
- www.immortalmodeling.com
- www.practiceflow.n

Customization in Site:
- www.prayihair.com
- www.algora.com
- www.iqzeto.com
- www.gemakstore.jp

- www.efulfilmer.t.eu
- www.groupgauge.com
- www.obsidianauto.com
- www.jackpotkid.g.in
Let’s Work Together

You may be in need of the following CakePHP services:

- Providing CakePHP extension development.
- Upgradation & Integration of CakePHP.
- Building feature-rich customization for better functionality.
- Developing impressive and user-friendly framework designs.
- Providing a class-leading solution with Cake PHP e-commerce.
- Creating new template designs.
- Migration services from other frameworks to CakePHP.
- Third party application integration
- Delivering Quick & Bug-Free Application solutions

To get started/inquiry, simply share the following details:

- Your website’s URL
- Your current framework to be migrated (if it’s there)
- Project specifications and budget
- Coding rules, standards, quality, and timelines
- Theme preference
- Additional requirements you want (if needed)

Why CakePHP is better than other MVC Frameworks?.
CakePHP is highly organized with perfect collection of elements. It has a lot of advantages over other frameworks like CodeIgniter, Symphony or Zend. CakePHP offers various valuable reusable libraries for dealing with common tasks. CakePHP helps in creating robust and specialized websites with an easy process.

Once all the details are shared from your side, our Business Analyst team will get in touch with you within the next 24 working hours, and will also deliver you a MOCKUP or TECHNICAL KNOW HOW document for free as a mark of our appreciation. In the meantime, if you wish to get in touch with us then feel free to email us at “info@futureprofilez.com”
A thrilled client is the end goal for any successful establishment, and that certainly is the case for us. Nothing pushes us more than learning that we’ve accomplished our client’s goals and vision just as or better than what they imagined.

Below, we’ve included a list of clients testimonials to demonstrate their satisfaction with the PHP projects that we have undertaken and fulfilled as per their needs.

**Chris**
Australia

Almost forgot about it with the holidays and the like. But when I returned to work I was pleasantly surprised to see that the most difficult keyword went from the 4th page of results to the 13th SPOT. I highly recommend their service.

**Anna**
US

Had a very good experience with this team. They went out of their way to communicate with me and respond promptly. The template they provided was fairly easy for a new beginner and they executed on work in a timely.

**Joachim**
Netherland

Their response times are quick and they paid close attention to our needs. Their team helped create a site within our budget which exceeded our expectations.

**Mike Spencer**
US

Future Profilez is professional, easy to work with and willing to make changes until the project is complete & satisfactory. I received my website in a very timely fashion and am very pleased with it. I highly recommend this team.

**Joel putland**
Canada

A very good developer. Once they are clear on what is required, they get on and deliver. We deliberately took time to set out our requirements and we are pleased with the end result.

**Peter Stall**
Denmark

Future Profilez is a very professional company! they are very experienced and deliver what they offer. Vishal is an excellent project manager! They really did a great job! I 100% recommend them!

**PHP is the biggest development framework and our PHP developers ensure that they extract every last bit of functionality out of this vast system.**
Thank You

LET US SERVE YOU

We appreciate you taking the time and checking out our company’s business pattern. If you have any business related idea or query, then feel free to discuss it with our experts. We guarantee a profitable service outcome to all our clients.

We’d love to hear from you, and invite you to contact us without any hesitation

Do you wish to discuss your project with our business experts?

For call add skype us at vishal.soolanki

For quick chat/call WhatsApp us at +91 99833-33334

For Chat/call hangout us at vishal.soolanki

CONTACT US NOW

info@futureprofilez.com +91-0141-4006984
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